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* Several new methods of modelling: * Using Edit Mode: Set points or edges in world space, then use the included tools to make objects to your heart's content. * Using Select Mode: Using points, lines or planes selected in your scene, make your own objects. * Using
Shape Mode: Starting from a standard shape, add your own shaping to create objects. * Support for all scenes: Can be used directly in Xara Xtreme with GASG fx files in.xml format. Can also import GASG fx files in.mdl format. * Supports surfaces with a z-value - use
the 'pop' and 'duplicate' methods to create forms that push into each other * Rasterize objects: Can be used to create your own texture on the surface of an object * Submodel tools: Modify the position of parts of an object * Line tool: Draw lines of a specific length,

width and thickness or create and edit line segments * Convert polygon to beveled to a Beveled, Edged, or Left-Edge model * Outline: Draw a bounding box around your model, can be used to add front and back faces to non-rounded solids or create a general outline
for rendering * Paintbrush tool: Select an area of the map, use the included tools to paint the selected area. Different paint tools can be created for different tasks: * Oil Paint: A basic tool with a single color and strength adjustment that is very effective * Pressure

Paint: A tool with a color and hardness adjustment based on the pressure put on the tool * Line Paint: A simple tool with a single color and color strength adjustment * Invert Paint: A tool that inverts the color and the paint strength of a selected area * Line Dip: A tool
that changes the color and paint strength of a selected area * Paint Dots: A tool that allows you to make a single paint dot anywhere on the map * Split Paint: A tool that divides a selected area into multiple separate areas * Add Paintbrush: Add a paintbrush tool on a
specific area of the map * Cut Paintbrush: Cut a specific area out of the map * Duplicate Paintbrush: Copy a previously existing brush on a specific area of the map * Pop Paintbrush: Create a new brush on a specific area of the map * Copy Paintbrush: Copy a brush on

a specific

Maplet

What is Maplet? Maplet is a free, easy to use, solid modelling toolkit which allows you to create indoor-style 3d models in a quick, easy and accurate way. Maplet is a robust solid modelling toolkit with an intuitive graphical interface. It features a fully functional solid
modelling engine with a wide range of solid creation and editing tools and boasts unparalleled performance. It is designed specifically to make modelling easy to understand and use. Maplet is a 'Constructive Solid Geometry' based modeller. This means that instead of
modelling with polygons, vertices and so on, all modelling is performed with solid 'primitives'. Using operations such as 'carve' and 'fill', solid primitives are combined together to create models. This modeling approach allows you to create highly detailed models very
rapidly. It also guarantees the production of geometrically 'correct' models which is very important for precise collision detection and optimal rendering. Give Maplet a try to see what it's really capable of! What's included? Maplet's minimalistic interface allows you to
quickly create models with just two buttons and an editing grid. The central 'clockwork' operation, 'carve', allows you to convert a solid primitive into any number of smaller solid primitives. This will usually result in a more detailed model. Using 'carve' you can also
rotate, delete or move the 'carved' solid primitives. The 'convenient' 'fill' operation will then combine the smaller primitives into a larger solid. 'Fill' also allows you to draw lines or create closed 'boxes' that can contain any number of geometrical shapes. Maplet also
features many other primitives such as 'offset', 'rotate', 'push', 'pull','relax', 'extrude','select'. The 'lock' feature allows you to lock certain parts of the model with a movable connection, making it easier to edit a solid model. This feature can also be used to create a
'joint' between two parts of a model. Using 'lock' it is also possible to lock the position of the selected solid primitive in the 3d space. Maplet also features an advanced 'duplicate' option that will create copies of a selected solid primitive. Maplet also features many

tools and functions not covered in this demo. These include the full range of solid editing tools (delete, copy, paste, rotate b7e8fdf5c8
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* Easy to learn, fast to work with, reliable. * User friendly interface: Designed to help you, not to make you feel stupid. If you don't get it... well then, we really don't have any explanation! * High-quality graphics: Maplet renders scenery with a vast range of materials
and lighting; including correctly figured reflections. * Practically unlimited number of primitives to be placed: This includes triangle, square, hex and hexagonal meshes, cylinders, curved surfaces,... * Arbitrary number of primitives: Maplet can also cope with very large
numbers of primitives. * Properties can be set for every primitive: Maplet allows you to set a material, light source, elevation, etc for every primtive. * Maplet's native Collision Detection: Maplet (using its internal collision detection tools) can determine with great
accuracy whether or not two objects are colliding, and it can do this at any range. * Formats for creating models: Maplet supports a number of formats for creating primitives. The popular ones are the 'cg' and 'hx' formats (which are both supported natively by the
library). Maplet also supports generalisation and export of primitives in png, bmp, tga and jpg format. Maplet Licence: * Maplet is completely Free Software with no strings attached. This means that it can be used for any purpose whatsoever as long as you keep the
copyright and credits intact, and the source is included in any distribution of the software. * Maplet may be used in any commercial applications but must be released without modifications under the terms of the OSI approved Free Software licence, which we strongly
recommend that you take a look at before releasing any commercial products based on Maplet. * As a Software Engineer you can use Maplet in any way you like, including in applications, games,... The software is only available for MS Windows, Mac OS X, Linux and
FreeBSD. * Maplet is the property of the Maplet.us Community, and any trademarks used within this software are the property of their respective owners. * Support: Because we are a small firm, we do have a very limited number of personal computer users. If you find
any problems, please let us know (we are very interested in resolving problems, so if you have any to report, please do so). Difficulty: Fun for Any Ages Software

What's New In?

*Viburnum Model - 3 builds in MapletEditor - 3 renders in XpG (terrain version) and Terrain Studio (terrain and lights version) - 10 builds in MapletTerrain - 10 renders in XpG (terrain version) and Terrain Studio (terrain and lights version) *MapletTree Model - 3 builds in
MapletEditor - 3 renders in XpG (terrain version) and Terrain Studio (terrain and lights version) - 5 builds in MapletTerrain - 5 renders in XpG (terrain version) and Terrain Studio (terrain and lights version) *MapletPlant Model - 4 builds in MapletEditor - 4 renders in XpG
(terrain version) and Terrain Studio (terrain and lights version) - 4 builds in MapletTerrain - 4 renders in XpG (terrain version) and Terrain Studio (terrain and lights version) *MapletSmooth Model - 1 build in MapletEditor - 1 render in XpG (terrain version) This version
was created using the XpG 3 Terrain Artist. ( MAPLET PLANT (PHANTOM) MODEL This version was created using the XpG 3 Terrain Artist ( The 'Plant Phantom' approach is heavily inspired by 'PlantFX' ( My main motivation for creating these models was, to combine the
best of both worlds; the speed and detail of the maplet models, and the complex physics and fluid dynamics of 'PlantFX' models. The main difference is the use of 'PlantFX' vertex normals. This allows for easy height map update as well as for very fluid and authentic
'clipping' on the sides of the plant models. This technique can also be used to create other foliage objects, like the 'MapletTree' models, and 'MapletPlant' models. ANIMATED MAPLET TREE MODEL This model was created using the XpG 3 Terrain Artist ( The main
motivation for creating this model, was to create a dynamic tree model. The animation is made from multiple'mapletplants'
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System Requirements:

Windows XP SP2 Windows 7 SP1, SP2 Minimum 1024 x 768 screen resolution Minimum 512 Megs of RAM Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 6 Update 19 or later If you are not on a Windows machine, you can run Linux or Mac OS X and use the emulator. Setup
Details: You will need a system with a screen resolution of 1024x768. You will be asked if you'd like to use the emulator on your Mac or Windows machine. Answer with a Y if you are on
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